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Abstract: Morphology and crystal structure of a recombinant silk-like molecule, SLP4, were
studied. Wide angle x-ray scattering (WAXS) and electron diffraction revealed that SLP4
lyophilized powder and thin films were isomorphic with the silk I crystal structure. Transmission
electron microscopy of SLP4 thin films demonstrated a morphology of flat, variable width,
crystallites that may aggregate in an epitaxial manner. Theoretical diffraction patterns from
silk I crystal structure models were critically compared with SLP4 WAXS data. The analysis
concluded that while the crankshaft model is capable of describing details of the SLP4 structural
data well, the out-of-register model does not explain the experimental results. In particular,
the predicted intensities of the crystallographic reflections for the out-of-register model are
inconsistent with the SLP4 WAXS data. q 1998 John Wiley & Sons, Inc. Biopoly 45: 307–
321, 1998

Keywords: morphology; crystal structure; recombinant silk-like molecule; silk I; wide angle
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INTRODUCTION silk after certain processing conditions, such as the
quiescent drying of silk glands.

While the natural mechanism of processing silkPolymeric materials derived from naturally oc-
proteins has been of considerable interest, manycurring proteins have been created by the recombi-
structural aspects remain unclear. In particular, therenant tools of molecular biology. One such protein,
is controversy about the crystal structure of silk ISLP4, is based solely upon a repetitive sequence
and its relationship to the natural mechanism of silkfound in the crystalline segment of Bombyx mori
processing. The presence of this alternative crystalsilk.1 It is important to note that other B. mori se-
structure for B. mori silk proteins was first reportedquences, not present in SLP4, may significantly in-
by Shimizu.4 It was found that if the contents offluence the development of structure in silks, such
the silk gland were allowed to dry without beingas liquid crystals, which are critical to the natural
mechanically disturbed, the resulting crystalline ma-fiber processing scheme. Previous work with other
terial yielded x-ray diffraction data that was incon-silk-like polymers has shown that these materials
sistent with the patterns obtained from fibrous silk.may assume a crystal structure referred to as silk

I.2,3 Silk I is a polymorph that appears in B. mori Kratky also found evidence for this polymorph by
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308 Anderson

x-ray diffraction and designated it silk I.5 Silk I has Selected Area Electron Diffraction
been previously referred to as a-silk.4 The silk I

SAED has proven to be valuable in gaining detailednotation is used here to avoid confusion with a-
diffraction patterns from small crystals. Lotz andhelical secondary structures.
Keith studied the structure of poly(AG) II crystals

Silk I can be obtained from unmodified natural
by SAED.6 They found a crystal structure isomor-

silks or the chymotrypsin cleavage fragment of B.
phous with silk I. This work led to the development

mori fibroin dissolved in aqueous lithium bromide,
of the crankshaft model, which is discussed in the

lithium sulfocyanide or cupriethylene diamine solu-
following section.

tions and then dried.6 Silk I can be reversibly dis-
rupted by exposure to formic acid and with a small
amount of mechanical deformation transformed to IR Spectroscopy
the well known extended b-sheet form associated

Ambrose and colleagues identified a carbonylwith silk II.7 Oriented samples are necessary to de-
stretching mode for a silk I sample at 1660 cm01

termine a unique crystal structure for silk I. How-
that is suggestive of an a-helix.8 Hayakawa andever, such samples have been difficult to obtain as
colleagues associated silk I with absorption frequen-the silk II form is induced with mechanical align-
cies at 1235 and 650 cm01 .9 These same bands hadment methods. Like other structural proteins, silks
been assigned to amorphous silk by Miyazawa andcan be partially characterized by a repetitious pri-
colleagues.10,11 Later Magoshi and colleagues sup-mary structure. The crystalline segment of B. mori
ported those new findings and also associated thefibroin is well represented by a hexameric sequence,
absorption band of 610 cm01 with silk I.12 More(AGAGSG)n .6 Synthetic polypeptides have been
recent work on samples that are silk I by WAXSpreviously used as a model for silk I. When dialyzed
lack the absorption frequency at 610 cm01 .7 Due tofrom an aqueous LiBr solution, poly(AG) develops
these inconsistencies, the reliability of ir for silk Ia crystal structure isomorphous with silk I and is
detection has been called into question.7,13 However,referred to as poly(AG) II.6
ir dichroism experiments have indicated that hydro-Since the initial work by Shimizu and Kratky,
gen bonding occurs perpendicular to the molecularinformation about the structure of silk I has been
orientation axis.14

compiled by a variety of authors. These experiments
have included wide angle x-ray scattering (WAXS),
selected area electron diffraction (SAED), ir spec- Nuclear Magnetic Resonance
troscopy, and nmr. There have also been molecular

Studies of the silk I chain conformation have beensimulations of candidate structures for silk I. Here,
conducted by solid state 13C-nmr cross-polariza-the salient features of these investigations are re-
tion–magic angle spinning (CP-MAS).15 CP-MASviewed.
data collected from silk samples, supposedly veri-
fied as silk I by ir analysis, and poly(AG) II con-
tained an alanine carbonyl signal at 177.1 ppm. It

Wide Angle X-Ray Scattering was argued that the crankshaft model failed to ac-
count for this feature. However, interpretation of

Although macroscopically orienting silk I samples 13C-nmr CP-MAS data relies on comparison to ac-
has not been very successful, experimental data cepted structural models.16 There are no such model
by WAXS has been generated by a variety of systems for silk I. Furthermore, the effect of hydro-
groups.4,5,7 All of the silk I WAXS data has been gen bonding perpendicular to the chain axis, as in
consistent with that found originally by Shimizu sheet models for silk I, was not taken into account
and Kratky. Lotz and Keith studied the structure of when the chemical shift displacement was derived
poly(AG) II crystals by WAXS and found a crystal from the structure.15 Silk I and amorphous forms
structure isomorphous with silk I. The WAXS pat- had the same chemical shifts and were only distin-
terns have several characteristic reflections includ- guishable by the extent of line broadening.7,13 More
ing strong spacings near 0.45 and 0.72 nanometers recent data from Asakura and colleagues appears to
(nm). The 0.72 nm peak occurs in a region of scat- clearly demonstrate the ability of CP-MAS nmr to
tering space well removed from peaks found in the distinguish between the silk I and silk II forms.17

silk II structure. Therefore, any successful model Although these researchers argue that an interpreta-
for silk I must have a well-defined set of dense tion of data based on a comparison to globular pro-

teins does not support the crankshaft model, othercrystallographic planes at a spacing near 0.72 nm.
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Morphology and Structure of SLP4 309

interpretations of their nmr data are indeed reason- (w, c) Å (0267, 1357) is consistent with the nmr
data even though these values deviate from lowable. Apparently, the CP-MAS nmr data is still in-

conclusive. energy regions present on the Ramachandran con-
formational map. The samples used in this 13C-nmr
study were supposedly verified as silk I by ir. How-Molecular Simulations
ever, this same group later asserted that it is impos-
sible to differentiate between silk I and amorphousRecently a group simulated different configurations

of silk I by modeling stacked sheets of poly(AG) silk with ir and by 13C-nmr CP-MAS only in terms
of line broadening.7,13using the Empirical Conformational Energy Program

for Peptides.18–21 Different starting conditions lead
to either the out-of-register model or the crankshaft Crankshaft Model6,25

model. Ichimura and Okuyama found a poly(AG)
structure consistent with the crankshaft model for Orthorhombic unit cell, a Å 0.472, b Å 1.44, c

Å 0.96 nm.silk I from a variety of starting conditions.22 Others
have modeled isolated chains of poly(AG) from heli- From SAED and WAXS experiments on poly(AG)

II, Lotz and Keith proposed the crankshaft modelcal starting conditions.23

for silk I based on a unit cell with the space group
P212121 . In their model for silk I, the polypeptide
backbone is folded into a crankshaft conformation,SILK I CRYSTAL STRUCTURE

MODELS yielding a hydrogen-bonded sheet form. Two types
of chain conformation were proposed. Chain con-
formation type I represents the sequence poly-To facilitate direct comparison between models,

unit cells here have been indexed similarly so that (bAaLG) [bA(w, c) Å (01237, 1227) , aLG(w,
c) Å (577, 727)] while type II is poly(bAaDG)a , b , and c are the hydrogen bonding direction, sheet

stacking direction, and chain direction, respectively. [aDG(w, c) Å (727, 577)] . Antiparallel models
based on either strictly conformation type I or II do
not saturate the hydrogen-bonding potential of theLoose-Helix Model15,23,24

structure and are of higher energy.
The crankshaft model is formed by sheets com-Orthorhombic cell, a Å 0.459, b Å 0.720, c

Å 0.908 nm. posed of antiparallel chains that regularly alternate
in conformation between types I and II. As in theSilk fibroin from B. mori was hydrolyzed with

chymotrypsin, dissolved in cupriethylenediamine, extended sheet forms, hydrogen-bonded sheets can
stack to fill space. The face of the resulting solid,and then dialyzed to produce silk I.24 Although a

clear fiber pattern was not obtained from x-ray dif- perpendicular to the chains, may be composed of
regular hairpin turns, where the chains switch con-fraction, a model with one polypeptide chain per

unit cell was proposed within which the molecule formation type and direction, then proceed back
through the crystal. This base crankshaft model wasassumes a fourfold helical conformation with a resi-

due translation of 0.227 nm. It has not been made consistent with the diffraction data available to Lotz
and Keith, except that certain (0kl) reflections wereclear how this single fourfold helix packs into an

orthorhombic unit cell. too intense, particularly on the first and second layer
lines. It was proposed that this difficulty could beComparison of the silk I fiber pattern with similar

data from poly(AG) II showed that both samples removed by using a model in which there is an
alternative method of sheet stacking, described byhad the same crystal structure.25 The 0.227 nm re-

flection was indexed originally as the (004); how- an intersheet [001] axis offset of half the unit cell
length [ for poly(AG)].6 Sheet packing that ran-ever, better SAED data later found that this same

reflection could be resolved into two arcs and there- domly incorporates this offset disrupts much of the
periodicity responsible for the anomalous reflectionfore was off-meridional.6 Hence, this reflection

should be indexed as the (014) instead, which intensities.
The data generated from 13C-nmr of silk fibroinplaces the fiber repeat distance near 0.96 nm, sig-

nificantly greater than the 0.91 nm proposed in the in the solid state by CP-MAS appears to contain
an alanine carbonyl signal at 177.1 ppm.15 This isloose-helix model.

The conformation of the silk I chain was charac- claimed to be unaccounted for by the crankshaft
model. However, it is conceded that the hydrogen-terized by 13C-nmr of silk fibroin in the solid state

by CP-MAS.15 Apparently, a loose-helix model with bonding perpendicular to the fiber axis proposed in
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the crankshaft model and experimentally observed to globular proteins that may present a significant
error in this application to fibrous silk. Furthermore,by ir dichroism might account for this discrepancy.

In light of the fact that silk I and amorphous silk for that nmr data to support the out-of-register
model, a relatively large error of {1.5 ppm, nearlygive rise to the same 13C-nmr CP-MAS chemical

shifts, conclusions from this data must be drawn twice the standard deviation, was assumed.17 A
more detailed analysis of the nmr data requires con-cautiously.7,13

siderations beyond the scope of this paper and thus
further discussion here will focus on diffractionalOut-of-Register Model18

techniques.
Orthorhombic unit cell, a Å 0.894, b Å 1.126, c
Å 0.646 nm.

The out-of-register model was developed using EXPERIMENTAL
the Empirical Conformational Energy Program for
Peptides, which included an analytical expression

SLP4 was designed, manufactured, and supplied by Pro-for the first derivative of the potential energy with
tein Polymer Technologies, Inc. (San Diego, CA) in a

respect to rigid body variables, on an IBM 3060- lyophilized form. The molecule consists of 1101 amino
600E computer.19–21 Energy minimizations were acids, corresponding to a theoretical molecular weight of
carried out with the Secant Unconstrained Minimi- 76 k daltons, and is essentially (GAGAGS)168 with small
zation Solver until a minimum delta energy of 1003

head and tail features (totaling approximately 8% of the
kcal /mol was achieved.26 Some 80% of the compu- amino acids) .1 SLP4 was subject to transmission WAXS.

A Rigaku Rotoflex u-u x-ray system equipped with atations were performed in vector mode and some-
rotating anode and a 12 kW Cu Ka tube that emits x-raytimes run in parallel.
radiation at a wavelength of 0.154 nm was used. TheThree sheets, each composed of five antiparallel
instrument has a curved crystal graphite monochromatorstrands, six residues long [(AG)3] , were stacked.
and NaI scintillation type detector. A detailed WAXSStrands projected side chains either strictly above
scan was conducted at a rate of 0.17 per minute withor below the sheet plane in a regular alternating
sampling at 0.017 intervals, while operating at 100 mA

manner. Methyl groups of adjacent strands were on and 40 kV. Pertinent data was obtained between 57 and
opposites sides of the sheet. Alanine residues were 307 2u, in counts per second. Percent crystallinity was
aligned with neighbor chain glycine residues and estimated by isolating the sharp peaks, clearly associated
thus ‘‘out-of-register.’’ The conformational energy with material arraigned on a lattice, from the amorphous
of the stack was minimized from eleven starting fraction.

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) samplesvalues of dihedral angles, in the range from 807 to
were prepared by dissolving 1 mg of SLP4 in 1 mL of1807 at 107 intervals, such that all residues initially
formic acid and then adding 1 mL of deionized water tohad the same angles and w Å 0c. All chains were
the solution. This solution was sprayed onto amorphousallowed to move freely and the origin of space-fixed
carbon coated mica and then immediately transferred tocoordinates was set at the centroid of all atomic
dry under vacuum. The amorphous carbon-coated mica,coordinates.
supporting SLP4 crystallites, was floated onto deionized

An additional starting point was added [A(w, c) water and collected with 300 mesh copper TEM grids.Å (0807, 1507) , G(w, c) Å (01507, 807)] after These SLP4 samples were imaged with a Philips 420
some minimizations converged near this conforma- TEM at a magnification of 10.5 kX. Electron diffraction
tion. This starting point yielded a conformational was performed on samples gold shadowed with a Denton
state with a calculated energy of 0394 kcal/mol, evaporator ( this is the same technique incorrectly de-

scribed as SAED in the previous report) .3referred to here as the out-of-register model. Other
Poly(AG) models for silk I with published atomicstarting conditions lead to the crankshaft model,

coordinates were input into a molecular simulation soft-which was found to have a calculated energy of
ware package, Cerius2 1.5 (Molecular Simulations Inc.) .0365 kcal/mol. While the positions of certain re-
These structures were then refined to energy minimaflections in the theoretical scattering pattern of the
while constrained to the proposed unit cells. The forceout-of-register model were compared with experi-
field used for energy minimizations was Dreiding 2.21.27

mental data, the predicted diffraction intensities Lattice and coordinate energy minimizations were con-
were not examined. ducted using the Conjugate Gradient 200 algorithm in

Asakura and colleagues have developed some ex- periodic boundary conditions and allowed to converge
perimental support for the out-of-register model with a maximum step size of 0.2 nm, a maximum number
from their CP-MAS nmr data.17 However, their in- of 10 substeps, and 10 atom steps per cell deformation.28

These computations were terminated when the residualterpretation of the nmr data relies on a comparison
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Morphology and Structure of SLP4 311

rms force dropped below 1.0 kcal/mol/nm. After the constrained to the dimensions reported by Lotz and Keith
(a Å 0.472, b Å 1.44, c Å 0.96 nm). A simulated WAXSstructures were minimized, theoretical diffraction data

were calculated with Cerius2 for comparison with experi- pattern was generated for a theoretical crankshaft model
that randomly incorporated base and shifted stacking op-mental WAXS patterns on SLP4. Pertinent information

was collected between 57 and 307 2u. tions, in equal probability, by using the Cerius2 diffrac-
tion-faulted module which accesses the DIFFaX pro-
gram.30 The DIFFaX simulation was conducted with 2000Fhkl Å ∑ fn exp[2pi(hxn / kyn / lzn)]
layers, using variable peak broadening via a Lorentzian
function (u , v , and w were set to 0.0, 01.0, and 1.3,

The diffracted intensities were calculated according to respectively) .
the above expression, which gives the form factor for the
(hkl) reflection as the sum over the n different atoms in
the unit cell at fractional coordinates (xn , yn , and zn) .29 Out-of-Register Model
The form factor for atom n ( fn) is a function of the atomic

The published out-of-register structure file, pdb1slk.ent,number and the scattering angle. This expression is essen-
was obtained from the Protein Data Bank at the Brookha-tially the discrete Fourier transform of the unit cell con-
ven National Laboratory. The downloaded model for silktents evaluated at the positions of the reciprocal lattice.
I consisted of a three-sheet stack. Each sheet was fiveThe diffracted intensity is given by the square of Fhkl .
chains by six residues long, which approximated a three-The positions of diffracted peaks depend on the size and
dimensionally periodic crystalline system. After loadingcharacteristic angles of the unit cell, while the relative
the file into Cerius2 , a periodic unit cell was constructedintensity of the different reflections are related to the
from the repeating unit in the middle of the second sheetdistribution and symmetry of the molecules within the
by eliminating the extra units. The resulting structure wascell. Analysis of the expected diffraction intensities and
energy minimized while constraining the dimensions ofcomparison to experiment is a powerful means to deter-
the unit cell to that given by the authors (a Å 0.894, bmine the validity of a proposed structural model.
Å 1.126, cÅ 0.646 nm). Diffraction spacings and intensi-
ties for the out-of-register model were calculated in the
Cerius2 diffraction-crystal module. WAXS was simulatedLoose-Helix Model
with Cu Ka radiation (l Å 0.145 nm), crystallite sizes

Although dihedral angles have been proposed for a loose of 5 nm in the a , b , and c directions, a polarization
helix model, they are based on data independent of pack- fraction of 0.5, 20 points per degree, no lattice strain, and
ing into any unit cell.15 It is not clear how the loose-helix no Debye–Waller factors.
is expected to fit into an orthorhombic unit cell.15,24 This
model was not sufficiently developed to be critically ana-
lyzed. Furthermore, ir dichroism and diffraction data are RESULTSconsistent with sheet-type structures.6,14,25 Therefore, fur-
ther attention here is given to the crankshaft and out-of-

The WAXS diffractometer data from SLP4 is shownregister models.
as Figure 1. The SLP4 powder was estimated to
be 29% crystalline. Several intense reflections are

Crankshaft Model observable, most notably at 12.257 and 20.207 (2u) ,
which correspond to spacings at 0.725 and 0.448Published atomic coordinates for poly(AG) in the chain
nm. Using a Sherrer analysis, the peaks correspond-I crankshaft conformation from Lotz and Keith were input
ing to spacings of 0.725 and 0.448 nm were foundinto Cerius2 .25 Chain II was generated by using the coor-
to arise from crystals with effective sizes of 18.1dinates provided for chain I, performing a mirror plane
and 29.2 nm, respectively. SLP4 WAXS spacingstransformation along the c axis, and then switching the

positions of the carbonyl and amino groups. The antipar- and relative intensities are listed in Table I and are
allel crankshaft model is of hydrogen-bonded sheets com- very similar to previously published WAXS data
posed by regularly alternating chains I and II. However, from B. mori fibroin assigned the Silk I designation.9
previous work has shown that this base crankshaft model Figure 2 illustrates crankshaft models projected
does not fully described the silk I crystal structure and in the chain direction, [001]. The [001] projection
gives rise to discrepancies with respect to experimental is oriented so that the hydrogen-bonding direction,
data in terms of some simulated (0kl) diffraction intensi-

[100], is horizontal and the sheet-to-sheet direction,ties. As suggested by Lotz and colleagues, it is possible
[010], is vertical. The SLP4 WAXS reflection atto consider an alternative method of sheet stacking, distin-
0.725 nm corresponds to the (020) crystallographicguished from the base crankshaft model by neighbor sheet
planes in the crankshaft model. It is clear that thesetranslation of /c /2.6 This alternative model, referred to
planes are heavily populated and are likely to dif-here as the shifted crankshaft model, was also generated.

These crankshaft models were minimized in unit cells fract intensely. Figures 3 and 4 show the [100] pro-
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FIGURE 1 SLP4 lyophilized powder transmission WAXS.

jections of the base and shifted crankshaft models, projection is oriented so that the hydrogen-bonding
direction, [100], is horizontal and the sheet stackingrespectively. These [100] projections are oriented

so that the chain direction, [001], is horizontal and direction, [010], is vertical. Figure 6 shows the
[100] projection of the out-of-register model.the sheet stacking direction, [010], is again vertical.

The difference in sheet stacking between the base Again, this [100] projection is oriented so that the
chain direction, [001], is horizontal and the sheetand shifted models in Figures 3 and 4, respectively,

is readily apparent by observing relative locations stacking direction, [010], is vertical. It is immedi-
ately evident that the conformation of the chains inof alanine methyl groups.

Figure 5 illustrates the out-of-register model pro- the out-of-register model is very much different than
in the crankshaft model. In specific, chains are sig-jected in the chain direction, [001]. Again, the [001]

Table I Comparison of Experimental Wide Angle X-Ray Scattering (WAXS) Data from SLP4 with Predicted
Scattering from the Crankshaft and Out-of-Register Models for Poly(AG)a

SLP4 WAXS Crankshaft Model Out-of-Register Model

Spacing (nm) Relative Intensity Spacing Relative Intensity Plane Spacing Relative Intensity

0.725 57 0.729 46 (020) 0.700 15
0.556 32 0.576 44 (021) 0.563 100
0.448 100 0.449 100 (110) 0.447 46
0.398 46 0.399 51 (120) 0.383 36
0.369 48 0.360 30 (040) 0.367 61
0.324 34 0.328 35 (013) 0.323 37

The crankshaft model shows agreement not only with the observed spacings but with the intensities as well. While certain reflections
from the out-of-register model are observed experimentally, the calculated intensities of scattering do not match the experimental data.
Further hindering the fit of the out-of-register model are several intense reflections expected to be present but not observed by experiment.
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Morphology and Structure of SLP4 313

FIGURE 2 The crankshaft models projected in the chain direction, [001]. The hydrogen-
bonding direction, [100], is horizontal and the sheet stacking direction, [010], is vertical.

nificantly more extended in the out-of-register model predicts not only the spacings but also the
intensities of the SLP4 WAXS data. However, themodel. Furthermore, unlike the crankshaft model,

the out-of-register model lacks a readily apparent spacing at 0.576 nm appear to be slightly more in-
tense than the experimental data. Figure 8 comparesplane that repeats every 0.725 nm through the

crystal. the theoretical diffraction pattern from the out-of-
register model with the SLP4 WAXS data. It is clearEnergy decompositions for the base and shifted

crankshaft models, as well as the out-of-register from Figure 8 that the out-of-register model does
not describe the crystal structure of the SLP4 lyoph-model, are provided in Table II. It is clearly evident

that hydrogen bonding provides a significant stabi- ilized powder.
Figure 9 is a TEM image of an SLP4 film edge.lizing force in all the models considered. The base

and shifted crankshaft models are of similar energy Whiskers of variable width and length are visible
components of the organized film. These flat crys-in this simulation, while the out-of-register model

is observed to be slightly lower in energy. However, tallites are clearly longer then wide. Some of the
wider individual whiskers appear to fray at ends.it is not clear that this distinction is significant.

Figure 7 compares the DIFFaX theoretical dif- SLP4 whiskers are observed to aggregate into sheaf-
type structures with parallel or perpendicular orien-fraction pattern from the crankshaft model, com-

posed of equally probable randomly alternating base tation. Such perpendicular orientation, as observ-
able in five distinct locations on a whisker aggregateand shifted sheet stacking, with the SLP4 WAXS

data. It is clear from Figure 7 that this crankshaft shown in Figure 10, suggests epitaxial alignment
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FIGURE 3 The [100] projections of the base crankshaft model. The chain direction, [001],
is horizontal and the sheet stacking direction, [010], is vertical.

between SLP4 whiskers. Some whiskers appear to in the lyophilized format by WAXS and in thin films
cast from formic acid based solutions by electronhave density fluctuations parallel to the long axis.

This phenomenon is particularly noticeable in diffraction. The expected spacing near 0.725 nm
appears to be masked by inelastic electron scatteringwhiskers which fray in Figure 10. Figure 11 is the

SLP4 electron diffraction pattern that exhibits re- in the SLP4 electron diffraction pattern (Figure 11).
However, the previously generated SLPF electronflections at 0.44, 0.39, and 0.36 nm. While these

spacings and their intensities are consistent with diffraction pattern was found to contain a spacing
at 0.74 nm by a tedious microdensitometer analysis.the silk I crystal structure, the electron diffraction

pattern lacks a low angle spacing near 0.725 nm Furthermore, it is possible to distinguish between
crystals in the silk I and silk II polymorphs solelyregion, which is apparently masked by the inelastic

electron scattering. on the basis of morphology. As reported by Lotz,
Magoshi, and colleagues, silk crystals in the silk II
form are systematically twisted, while silk I crystals
are always flat.31 The crystals shown in Figure 9DISCUSSION
and 10 are flat. Therefore, these SLP4 crystals are
in the silk I conformation by electron diffractionSLP4 appears to have a structure related to a pre-

viously studied silk-like material, SLPF.3 Both and morphological observation.
In Figure 2, the [001] projection of the crankshaftSLPF and SLP4 assume the silk I crystal structure
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FIGURE 4 The [100] projections of the shifted crankshaft model. The chain direction, [001],
is horizontal and the sheet stacking direction, [010], is vertical.

model, it is clear that the sheets are 0.729 nm apart. disorder in sheet stacking, either by limited posi-
tional variability within the two alternative stackingIt is no surprise that the spacing from these dense

planes reflects strongly in theoretical diffraction pat- options considered here (lattice strain) or additional
well-defined sheet stacking alternatives, may re-terns. From the energy decomposition presented in

Table II, it is apparent that [001] hydrogen bonding solve this issue.6,24 However, sheet stacking alterna-
tives, other than those represented by the base oris a significant stabilizing force. This is consistent

with ir dichroism experiments that have indicated shifted models, were not stable in the simulations
conducted.that hydrogen bonding occurs perpendicular to the

molecular orientation axis.14 The base and shifted In Figures 5 and 6, the [001] and [100] projec-
tions of the out-of-register models, there are no bla-crankshaft models are of similar energy, also shown

in Table II. This fact justifies their designation of tantly dense planes that repeat at intervals near
0.725 nm through the crystal. Therefore, as demon-being equally probable in the DIFFaX simulated

diffraction pattern. However, comparison of the strated in Figure 8, the theoretical diffraction pattern
from the out-of-register model does not display anDIFFaX generated crankshaft diffraction pattern

with SLP4 WAXS data, shown as Figure 6, reveals intense spacing near the 0.725 nm spacing of the
SLP4 WAXS pattern. Furthermore, the theoreticalthat certain (0kl) reflections in the crankshaft model

reflect too intensely. This indicates that the crank- diffraction pattern from the out-of-register model is
grossly inconsistent in terms of both spacings andshaft model considered here is not perfect. More
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FIGURE 5 The out-of-register model projected in the [001], chain direction. The hydrogen-
bonding direction, [100], is horizontal and the sheet stacking direction, [010], is vertical.

intensities with respect to the SLP4 WAXS pattern. weak experimentally. Other peaks that are experi-
mentally intense are predicted to be weak by thePolypeptide chains in the out-of-register configura-

tion are significantly more extended then those in out-of-register model. Furthermore, the out-of-reg-
ister model predicts some intense diffraction peaksthe crankshaft conformation. If the SLPF whiskers

previously studied were in the out-of-register con- that are not present in the data.
formation, one would expect them to be noticeably
wider than the observed width, which agrees with R Å * ÉIp 0 IdÉd2u / * Idd2u
the predictions of the crankshaft model.3

A comparison between the SLP4 WAXS data
and the predicted spacings and intensities of the In order to quantitatively evaluate the fit of the

models to the data, a crystallographic R factor wascrankshaft and out-of-register models is presented
in Table I. The crankshaft model is generally consis- determined using the SLP4 WAXS data, and theo-

retical predictions generated with Cerius2 and thetent with the experimental WAXS data; the strong-
est reflection is predicted to be the 0.449 nm spacing DIFFaX program. The R factor was defined in the

equation above where Ip and Id are the diffractedand the second strongest is at 0.729 nm. Both of
these peaks are dominant in the experimental data. intensities predicted by the model and determined

by the data, respectively. For this analysis theHowever, the out-of-register model predicts the
strongest peak should be at 0.563 nm, which is only WAXS patterns were converted to quantitative in-
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FIGURE 6 The [100] projection of the out-of-register model. The chain direction, [001],
is horizontal and the sheet stacking direction, [010], is vertical.

tensities by normalizing the strongest peak to 100, while the width of SLPF whiskers was found to
be monodispersed. SLPF differs from SLP4 mostwhile the integrals above were evaluated from 107

to 307 (2u) . This measurement gives R (crankshaft) notably in that the silk-like blocks of SLPF are peri-
odically disrupted by a polar cell binding domainÅ 0.26 and R (out-of-register) Å 0.60. Clearly, the

crankshaft model is a significantly better fit than the based on a sequence from human blood plasma fi-
bronectin. It was hypothesized that the length ofout-of-register model to the available x-ray diffrac-

tion data from SLP4 or silk I. the silk-like block between these fibronectin based
domains defined the whisker width in SLPF. There-The morphology of SLP4 and SLPF thin films

are also similar in that they both appear to be de- fore, SLP4, which lacks the fibronectin sequence, is
also observed to lack monodispersed whisker width.rived from flat whisker crystallites that may aggre-

gate into sheaf structures. Lotz, Magoshi, and col- However, it is more likely that SLP4 whisker
crystals are orientated with chains normal to theleagues have identified whisker crystallites from

natural silk proteins in the silk I and II conforma- carbon film. Synthetic polypeptide crystals have
been reported to assume this orientation.25,32,33 If thistions (also J. Magoshi, unpublished data) .31 Both

SLP4 and SLPF whiskers are longer then wide— is the case, then the width of SLP4 crystals reflects
the extent of sheet stacking. As shown in Figure 9,hence it seems very probable that the strong hydro-

gen bonding occurs parallel to the long axis. How- these SLP4 crystallites may fray at ends. Therefore
this orientation is consistent with the preferentialever, SLP4 whiskers appear to be of variable width,
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Table II Energy Decompositions of Poly(AG) Silk I Models Minimized in Cerius2 with the Drieding 2.21
Force Field Using Periodic Boundary Conditions

Silk I Models for
Poly(AG) Base Crankshaft Model Shifted Crankshaft Model Out-of-Register Model

Total Energy
(kcal/mole/unit cell) 32.31 31.94 8.03

Bonds 5.29 7.20 3.77
Angles 21.82 23.40 7.80
Torsions 25.45 21.87 15.02
Inversions 0.87 1.13 0.85
Van der Waals 19.25 1.47 0.34
Hydrogen Bonds 040.37 023.13 019.74

disruption of the weak van der Waals forces that ations are noticeable in fraying whiskers shown in
Figure 10. It is possible that this represents the effectare responsible for sheet stacking, as known to occur

in the crankshaft model. As previous work on par- of the SLP4 sequence permitting sheets of variable
width (in the chain direction) to be nucleated andtially crystallized SLPF by WAXS has demon-

strated that sheet formation precedes sheet stacking, that later imperfectly aggregate.
it seems much more likely that formed sheets are
incompletely stacked than the alternative explana-
tion, which would involve merging sheets in the CONCLUSIONS
direction on the chain.34 Furthermore, SLP4 whisk-
ers are observed to preferentially aggregate by per- The spacings and intensity of the SLP4 transmission
pendicular organization, shown in Figure 10, which WAXS pattern are synonymous with the silk I crys-
suggests epitaxial alignment. The a-helices have tal structure. Thin films of SLP4 cast from formic
been reported to organize in an epitaxial manner as acid were observed to assume the silk I crystal struc-
coiled coils.35 As illustrated in Figure 12, epitaxial ture by electron diffraction. The morphology of
alignment may occur by interdigitation of hairpin SLP4 is based on a crystalline whisker unit that
turns of overlapping whiskers. It seems unlikely that aggregates into sheath-type structures. The width of
perpendicular epitaxial whisker alignment would be SLP4 whiskers is variable and apparently influenced
driven by perpendicular sheet stacking. Further- by processing conditions. Given that SLP4 whiskers
more, SLP4 whiskers have not been observed to
perpendicularly align themselves.2,3 Density fluctu-

FIGURE 8 The theoretical diffraction pattern from the
out-of-register model compared with the SLP4 WAXSFIGURE 7 The DIFFaX theoretical diffraction pattern

from the crankshaft model, composed of equally probable data. It is clear that the out-of-register model does not
describe the crystal structure of the SLP4 lyophilizedrandomly alternating base and shifted sheet stacking,

compared with the SLP4 WAXS data. powder.
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FIGURE 9 TEM image of an SLP4 film edge. Note whiskers of variable width, which may
fray at ends or aggregate in a perpendicular manner.

may fray, it is consistent with the crankshaft model alignment that is most likely to be driven by the
interdigitation of hairpin turns at chain ends.and previous work elucidating steps in silk I crystal-

lization that chains are normal to the carbon film The crankshaft model is capable of reproducing
spacings and most of the intensities from the WAXSplane.34 Furthermore, SLP4 whiskers are observed

to aggregate perpendicularly, suggesting epitaxial data for SLP4. However, it is clear that the current

FIGURE 11 SLP4 electron diffraction. The low angle
spacing expected near 0.725 nm is apparently masked byFIGURE 10 TEM image of SLP4 whiskers perpendic-

ularly oriented. the inelastic electron scattering.
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FIGURE 12 Epitaxial model of SLP4 whisker orientation. Chains are normal to the figure
plane.

state of the crankshaft model is not perfect and may lites. Solid state transformations from silk I to silk
II have been readily observed.36 It is much easierneed to specify more intersheet disorder as observed

in SLP4 TEM images. While the out-of-register to imagine such a transformation from the out-of-
register model to the silk II structure than that formodel demonstrates some reflections that have simi-

lar spacings, the intensities of these reflections are the crankshaft model. This is simply because the
out-of-register model is the silk II model with regu-inconsistent with that found in experiment. There-

fore, it can be concluded that the out-of-register lar disorder. Every other chain in the out-of-register
model is rotated 1807 and translated one residue,model does not describe the molecular packing of

SLP4 or silk I crystals. This result suggests that otherwise it is the silk II model. Furthermore, when
the out-of-register model unit cell was not dimen-molecular simulations alone are not yet reliable

enough to predict crystal structures. To be effective sionally constrained during energy minimization,
the crystal structure was transformed to the silk IIsuch models need to be analyzed and critically com-

pared with all of the experimental data available. model. Therefore, unlike the crankshaft model, the
out-of-register model is not a local energy minimaSilk fiber formation involves subtle changes in

structure during the phase transitions from aqueous for poly(AG).
Magoshi and colleagues have generated somesolutions to a liquid crystal and finally an insoluble

solid.36,37 It has been suggested that the silk I struc- diffractional information from natural silk solu-
tions.36 Their work demonstrates peaks correspond-ture is involved in processing, and perhaps contri-

butes to the formation of the observed liquid crystal- ing to spacings at 0.620 and 0.435 nm. Perhaps the
out-of-register model somehow relates to a silkline phase.38,39 The out-of-register model in part

stems from a need to better understand the structure fiber processing intermediate, but it certainly does
not describe the solid state structure referred to asof processing intermediates on the pathway to natu-

ral silk fiber, which is composed of silk II crystal- silk I.
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